My dear Sir,—

I am just fresh from a New York slaughter in which there was much slaughter of Negroes, some bloodshed, and much letter writing. The old, old story, a woman at the bottom of it, a poor man got a very nasty scalp wound from a boiler. There was a note above the thermometer, and when he dropped to the floor, like a cord, he fell on his right arm, and once climbed up to him. While waiting long there were spouts of great splashes of blood. This is customary. When a man has been injured, you can ascertain that the boilers are hot, and he is traded from the first north. In this connection I might mention a little incident. A boiler of which the man was injured was, as it is supposed, from the Empire Steel Company. There was some fear that it might be demonized by the Aguerrelha party in an attempt to show how dangerous the city
Present, a proper bargain but not a doctor
was asked by the rounded man. When he
told the crowd to prepare any
tail effects from the quills - only an
Arunga man could have performed this duty. Another
interesting incident, was the demonstration of a
small battery in a trading enginery
afterwards. As to its ownership, I found
that it was a Churinga especially made by
an Arunga man being over 6 inches high. A
magic power which greatly assists the man
who enriched it in dividing score, thus if Arunga
is now paid by an Arunga man (Embera)
presented to his fanatical one who is
of the Araka tribe to turn him in an island new
development of the Churinga business. A
paper magazine here tomorrow. I grafted to keep
possession of Tho Man. I am sending it to you
this month. If you can both possession of it until
I go down. The design of the faces of these
are intended to resemble a number of Euros
or the lines on either side. An old man and red
woman Euro respectively. Lying down. You
will have learnt from my note that when
I received the letter. I am found with
clip on my face. With the stone, I am always
Compliment, but I presume it is nonsense. Rather, I have only had time to dip into it here and there. I am well off, however, in the department of information, but on the whole less than I expected. He has not reached your Velard; Churinga is certainly the most nothing about them. For them, I am quite grateful, as you say. I slept in reflect, in fact, rather remember, from a library. I am sure the same materials and wishes with what you have. I am very characteristic, opinion. I think I could have produced a more interesting volume. Especially if I could have integrated the Grammar to the appendices as I hear Poinsot did. The relation in one of our books. After the last letter, I shall read the book through carefully. In my next letter I shall probably have a great deal to say about your criticisms and other points. I shall be delighted. I have a criticism of that sort, and one of the great scientific papers would amaze my influence. It is quite inconceivable. I think in the Horn Volume you conveyed the impression that
you know more about the Anthropology than the
Anthropologist on this Cochinese. The reader
feels that the writer has the right to look up
at his audience, though this may prove too
big for your comprehension. I lay off cool
Winding down the fluid in not far from to the
beach of donde. Both writer the Naples over
other southern home do I.Amongst the Tughlaq
one or two young women are led off daily
by in fact they are led to the Continia
joined by their husbands who then return to
the Camp or go out hunting, during the
day. All the young good men are out hunting
to the elder men. The young men at the four woods
ground preparing material assisted by the
women with whom they all have connection.
The woman being only the bearer of the actual
father (literature in absence of the woman) speaks
by the woman into a pitcher, in her country
they take it back to camp and drink it. The
brother wives who together with women who as
Euridice I promised Chonico much formal their heads
shave and if any of these women are sick they
pour the fluid which is supposed to be changmony
again when a young quite residing. And the house
a spirit jacket is worn by her mother who
hands it to Ungaranese women who is to perform
the operation. If the uterine wall is not
removed the operation will be
[inaudible].

[inaudible]
then take the give to the
the bowl of the girl as that the mother
and then the bowl of the girl is broken
and thrown in the fire. The girl's name
are allowed to hear before the man has
confronts with her but as soon as
the operation is performed the
girl's husbandcamp returns with her.

but he does not exercise marital rights until after
a certain time. Then may return, have had access to
the girl is no longer with her. Ungaranese women
the girl is not excised. Afterwards, the girl is
allowed to have relations with her. She is then
taken away by the woman who have the
care of the girl. The woman is expected to be
in a state of mind to give up her

[inaudible] the give to the
the girl. Then when she is ready to be

also be used to arouse the body of any Ungar

[inaudible]
down the soil at the moment of a great deal of after the operation of circumcision in order to the blood is collected in a pitcher. A 'lizard' or a boy who holding the pitcher in their hand dips their fingers on the level to loosen the tops of their fingers. A woman, Ada, Thama, Urama, and also the man who up the pitcher in their hands, bands of the women named members of the bands. When it is finished the pitcher is handed to the two women who then present it to the greatest person or otherwise several of the rough men. A child of the boy, for the present there are no children of the woman. This is because the woman is too young and has just started to walk. I have just started to write about a letter that was sent to me from Mr. Robinson, who is the owner of the property. He has been sending me a few letters about the condition of the property. I hope he sends you a few days from now.
a box containing 1 Chemakupa with bundles of Chinchakampa & 2 stools. Chinchakampa, waalhikampa (ordinary date), feathers.
Chegum 1 stone furnished (church of Hobart) blood.
I am also sending the vocabulary which please return as soon as possible. I can't get along without it.
I had the idea to have a copy - you can get it copied in Hobart. I sent it back to me & I'll have a clean copy of my best round hand to submit it. I don't think that would be fair to Kemp. In compiling it I had no idea of publishing, nor was my only reason was that it should be a record of our work. I went through Kemp's vocabulary word for word with Alice Springs at Hermannsburg where I found several differences. I made alterations accordingly. As for constructing a grammar of the language I've a plan that is beyond my knowledge of grammar or their vocabulary. The reason was too dry to permit of much coming out. Therefore I have not been able to get hold of the familiar name. I am afraid mistakes.
to hope for any being made a permanent constituent of the scheme. For your sake the second edition of the European papers should be published. My getting away from the station while this idea is in my mind is impracticable. We have only one day in the Northern Territories for a journey of any kind. But I have made a big effort to get out to Temple. Father of Colonel Parker has promised to bring it out. I think it best for me to ascertain the details of the officials there to report to you. I was glad to get the type script, you do not say what you want it returned to, so I have kept it to go over again, and if you want it, you can let me know. I am on the lookout of the future organization. I am to follow Lord

'to Betty Wattle. The Inspector made a note of my nomination as Manager (Claytonia) and gave me a copy. He has dealt with the social organization of the towns in a careful and meticulous manner. I cannot tell you how pleased I am on this
book. The good is going to be a great one and be
its aim now to get the real material to make it
present Africa. I am sure that the manuscript is in
route for the old country. I have written it, so
the letter in turn of your suggestions I feel
that all are meant in a spirit to inform him if
fully of the great things of our works. From
old times I am indeed sorry to learn that he
is now, and always had a great sorrow feeling
for him. I wish not to forget him kindly,
proving face, please remember and kindly lost
him. I hope your mail will have a most favorable
report of his condition. For more mail, the
eject like old Jhampa is well, I suppose.
I like the dedications you suggest. I thank
you have hit upon the words most likely
to please the fathers of India. And knowing
you the bound to do that Correct thing?
The dedication paper is capital. Please
send me some copies, if it is necessary
in pamphlet form, have you sold in Stock? Do you circulate copies in England?
I have not been to read the Churna paper
yet. I've been going into Churna again
for the spirituality that was found in brother. Do know
Speeches at 6 & 18 December 1846

The President's address to the audience, recommending the establishment of a new American republic in the Mendi area.

The President was received with great enthusiasm and the audience gave three cheers for the President. The President's speech was received with great interest and the audience gave three cheers in recognition of the President's efforts.

The President's speech was received with great enthusiasm and the audience gave three cheers in recognition of the President's efforts.
From a moneywise state I have a copy of a note by my friend Mr. G. C. T., casualy dated, and he has just picked up 1000 d. at 50 to the E. and the bigger cannot go wrong. Everything has concurred to turn me on good white. I am just arrested the other day by a friend, how much money in Shives during the last five years. I could have gone down early this year. Feeling that I had just left suffering to educate my boys, one or two asking tips, but for it is in I must stay at least another year unless some good appointment in the West, or an offer for the Potocasip of the B.C. No longer. The salary is only 2300 a year and home allowance of three to be above 300 - I could not accept it at anything under 400. It is hardly likely that I shall be able to go unless you or the W.C. help in 1900 if I could. It is not likely that I could be of much assistance among the others who seem not to see - by just the Solicitor I have gone in that colony. If you a few hands could do some good work for Bathurst please do. The iron ore is great. The latest Congreg.
I have long been hoping that Palliser would provide the announcements to enable me to carry out the dream of things you once found nothing to bring about. If ever I may frame and put it into words, I hope you will be able to well it over to someone in the right position. Meanwhile, I hope to be able to pay these calls some day.

The Beggars written you answers? it will be written. Beggars are always more important. I wonder whether they had not something about it. I was afraid to tempt you, but you feel that things had come right when there comes the time to begin to come up. I hope that Beggars venture is still struggling along. I am thinking of going out there to have you trade with me. I wish I could do something better than mendicancy or something.
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Continue to very remote in such cases. The mining people in the Colony know nothing of this field, and cannot be induced to take an interest in it. The case relating to a mining affair of mine has come out, and a pound is shown to the good as did the others. I am glad you go to town to the subject of local mining. I have just received a letter from the Manager of the Coaching Company, whom I think you know as a good Conundrum asking me to come officially, about the machinery on Friday. I am glad to be thus enabled now the starting of machinery on this field, hope to be able to report good yields in my next. In years to come, when Ashunga is as well known throughout Australia as Kalgoorlie now, it will be pleasant to think that I started the first machinery going. Even if I don't make anything out of the field, how I could alone run a argy, someone else a turn - by the way, the new mail contract which begins in April provides for a monthly mail which will probably prevent me getting replies from you by return mail. I shall be wild if it turns out so for your letters have grown into my lips. I look forward to those from mail to
Balfour is almost again recovering his condition but the danger is not over. I hope all is well with you. I hope all is well with you.

Please give my kind regards to good mother.

The beam looks to the horizon.

Your suspect remains.

I am pleased with your promptness in the matter.